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 Cometh the Rally…
The President Speaks
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a good number of motorcycles.With
the benefit of hindsight, there were a
few things that we might have done
differently; the catering was the one
major hiccup that surely comes to
everyone’s mind but enough has
already been said on that and this year,
with Minister Joe Holliday’s help, the
Association will be making itself
responsible for this important aspect of
the Meet. The committee has been
busy over the past few months putting
together what promises to be an
exciting day for enthusiasts and the
public in general and there will be
innovations on last year’s programme.
As was the case last year, we are
looking forward to having as many
members as possible, both active and
not-so-active, giving us a hand with
marshalling and general security. To
this end, we are holding a meeting of
all helpers at Bayside School on
Tuesday 6th May at 6.00pm. I
would encourage all members who will
be in Gibraltar on 17th May to attend
this important meeting as there are
quite a number of posts to be covered.
I would also like to extend an
invitation to all your families to come
down to Casemates Square and share
in the enjoyment. On that day the
Gibraltar Classic Vehicle Association
will be very much in the limelight, as
will be Gibraltar on the whole, and I
am sure you will join me in extending
the hand of friendship to all our
visitors who will undoubtedly be
treated to a warm Gibraltarian
welcome.
If there is a lesson to be learned from

classic car enthusiasts coming
together it is that, regardless of
background, whether someone is
stinking rich or has saved and
skimped all his life to get himself
a modest Mini, we forget all
barriers and celebrate our noble
passion of conserving motoring
heritage. On such occasions
Trabant and Bentley rub bumper
to bumper (metaphorically, of
course!) and Beetle and Rolls
proudly parade as a testament to
their respective contributions to
the transportation of mankind
throughout the ages. One of the
most encouraging aspects of last
year’s rally was being stopped by
many of my students at school
who expressed delight at having
had a chance of seeing a snapshot
of history coming alive and the
level of interest shown by the
younger generation in what has
erroneously been thought of by
some as the pastime of eccentrics
or cranks!
And after the 17th May? Back to
reality - a few days rest and then we
will continue our work of promoting
the interests of local enthusiasts. I
dare say legislation and premises will
continue to be the two most
important items on our agenda.

Have a great rally – see you there!
John Ferrary

Ronda outing - 1st March

Tony’s Lorry Comes Along…Slowly!

Glorious sunshine allowed those members who joined the outing to Ronda to have a
very pleasant day out in the hills. Despite the tortuous bends and high altitudes, the
classics behaved impeccably and seemed to enjoy being put through their paces and
no mechanical problems were encountered.

Tony Collado’s restoration on his 1950’s Ebro is making very slow progress.
Originally it had been intended that club members would carry out much of
the work but a suitable storage and working area was unavailable on the
Rock. When contacted by GCVA the Ministry kindly agreed to help us out
and offered a temporary site subject to approval by the relevant government
department. This was way back in late November. Unfortunately, at the time
of writing

John Robles takes a break by the Sixteen with the
town of Ronda in the background.

Denis Darham and Steven Sciacaluga travelled in Steven’s 2 CV, Judith and Stefan
Nicholson in their Morgan, John Robles and John Ferrary in the Austin 16, which
has recently been re-commissioned after suffering a mishap in Algeciras last
Summer. PeterGoodman and wife presented their Morgan and Hector Capurro and
Ulrika caught up in Hector’s latest acquisition, a Triumph Stag which he bought at
one of our First Sunday Meets. David Risso and Nicolette Jones as well as Tony
Collado and family also made it to Ronda in modern contraptions not worthy of
further description!

(10 3 03), no in formation was forthcoming. Since delivery, on 10th
December, Tony has had to make ‘temporary’ arrangements to have the lorry
housed in a garage in Algeciras and the restoration work carried out at
commercial
rates!
Obviously this state of affairs
is wholly unhelpful and it is
precisely this attitude of
promises, promises sprinkled
with mañana, mañana that is
putting off a lot of would-be
enthusiasts as the feeling of
doubt permeates through
GCVA rank and file when it
come to the commitment of
the officials that we have
dealt with regarding the classic vehicle movement in Gibraltar.
The Ebro in question is none other than the Ford Thames ET6, of which a
number used to be operated in Gibraltar in the fifties and sixties. The Ebro
was, for all intents and purposes, a Ford, built under licence in Spain and a
Spanish equivalent to the River Thames had to be found. What better than El
Ebro?
More news when available …

First Sunday Meet 2nd March
A very good turnout of classics graced Safeway’s carpark on Sunday 2 nd March.
Apart from the regulars, we were delighted to see some of our members from the
Costa del Sol taking the trouble to drive down. A special word of thanks and
welcome to Peter Cross and his Jaguar E-type and also to Leonard Bone and his
MGB. Leonard hails from Ireland but will be spending some time in this part of the
world as will one of his three Ford Ts, a 1914 model to be sure!

Making its debut was Derek Sene’s recently
imported split-screen Morris Minor. This
vehicle was found in the UK and was of
particular interest to us since it is a lefthand drive example. This car is in very
good condition all round and is a welcome
addition to the classic car family on the
Rock.

John Ritchie turned up in his Morris J
van which is nearing completion as it
has been for the last couple of years.
This is an original Gibraltar vehicle
and many of you will remember it as
the McEwen’s Bodega delivery van.
G13411 dates from the mid-fifties and
has been saved because it lay
forgotten in a lock-up at Central Garage over many years together
with Denis Darham’s Austin 8 and Brian Ramagge’s Vanden Plas. All
have been saved and are now at different stages of restoration.

Occasional visitor, Francis
Chipolina also made it with
his impressive and very
original Mercedes Benz,
G27107.

…and meanwhile, in our unofficial clubhouse, Safeway’s cafeteria, Tony
Collado, Denis Darham, David Risso, John Canepa, Darrell Farrugia and
Victor Borg enjoy a good old chinwag!
Looking forward to our next Meet…

The Secret Mechanic – Restoration of an Austin 8 1939

Over the Hills and Off We Go

By Free Wheeler
th

Sunday 9 March saw a good number of
cars set off for a morning run to
Manilva. After picking up (in the nicest
sense of the word, of course!) Hector
Capurro and Emilio Gavira at
Sotogrande, a procession of classic and
not-so-classic cars made their way to
Manilva led by the diminutive but heroic
Austin 7. As always the Austin managed
to set a leisurely and unfussed pace especially when it came to the
very steep hills that had to be negotiated.
The drive along the hills from Manilva along the road to Gaucin can
be recommended for the magnificent vistas and landscapes, only
marred by those enormous quixotic contraptions that are the
windmills. I suppose that wind-derived energy is desirable to oil-fired
or, worse still, nuclear power stations but the sight of our classics
dwarfed by these massive propellers made me wonder about the price
that we are to pay in the
name of progress!
In this photograph we
see a testimony to
British engineering at its
best… the seventy-two
year old Austin 7, like
the Grand Old Duke
York, made it to the very
top of the hill and made
it down again.
In a shot that could have been lifted from ‘The Sound of Music’ had it not been for
the two mugs, that is, Denis Darham and John Robles, the Austin poses with a
couple of the white Andalucian mountain villages in the background.

During the many visits to The
Vineyards Garage No.19 one can see
Denis working incessantly at restoring
his Austin 8 1939. Many stop and chat
and check the progress, Pepe (from
Pepe’s Pot – ‘cuando va a termina
esto’), Juan (from J & F Sailmakers &
Upholsterers – ‘£2,000 y te hago los
sillones’) John -‘do you need a hand’,
Alex - good listener ‘ahora me va ha
contar los mismo de ayer’, Wally ‘it
looks good – a mi plin’! and others pass
by and wonder ‘when will it be ready’.
Children have even asked him ‘will it
be ready before you die’! Well we all
know only children tell the truth – it is
taking a while. However, in recent
months another pair of hands has been seen assisting Denis (see photo) – can
Denis really say ‘I did it my way and on my own’ – not according to the
evidence. This young man has been working solidly for days trying to keep
to the deadline given by Denis. Does Denis know that children under 15
years of age are not allowed to work. Will anyone challenge him when at
Sunday breakfasts he boasts of the way he has done this and that!
Now we all know that he has not carried out the work on his own, no more
tall stories, no more boasting. I am sure all you fellow restorers who have
taken his advise on many occasions will not be happy, you thought that all
comes from his head – the Secret Mechanic has been passing the advice to
Denis and in turn he has passed it to you! You have been warned!
The Secret Mechanic can be contacted via The GBZ Newsletter – By
appointment only, No free estimates.

Green Goddesses – The Truth
I recently came across this article in a newspaper and thought the
fellow enthusiasts might enjoy its contents.
I’m not sure who to thank – our national government, the Fire Brigade
Union or their local government. Anyway, this particular combination, and
their unwillingness to compromise, has resulted in a fleet of over 800 classic
vehicles taking to Britain’s roads. And what a nice sight they make.
With
fire-fighters
on
strike, emergency cover
was provided by obsolete
Bedford fire appliances,
which had been pulled out
of storage for the military
to use. Nicknamed ‘Green
Goddesses’ because of
their paint, these valiant
old beasts proved so
popular that small boys
deliberately lit fires just to
watch them in action.

minute at 100 psi. This huge fleet was spread out all round the country – based at
existing fire stations or, sometimes, at suitably located garages and airfields. They
were never needed, thank goodness, and the AFS was disbanded in 1968. Many
Green Goddesses were sold off immediately. Local authority fire brigades often
bought them for special duties: their all-wheel-drive capability enabled them to go to
places that a normal fire appliance couldn’t. The remainder were put into storage.
Post-AFS, a state of ‘semi readiness’ has been aimed for. Their operation was first
tested in 1973, in Glasgow, when army personnel were detailed to crew Green
Goddesses during a local firemen’s dispute. Four years later they were in use again –
this time nationally. Since again they have been used several times to cover a number
of local disputes as well as to deal with floods.
Even so, they have done very little mileages – 2 or 3 thousand miles in most cases.
Nevertheless, the now diminished fleet was meticulously overhauled in 1980; then
the late nineties saw work to enable them to run on unleaded petrol.
Since 1990, TNT, the private transport firm, under government contract, has
maintained the fleet. A Home Office minister recently stated that 884 are currently
retained, at a cost of £1.8 million per year.

The BBC variously described them as ‘elderly’ (undoubtedly), ‘antiquated’
(possibly) and ‘decrepit’ (absolutely not). So – are they glorious survivors of
the past or dangerous has-beens? What is the truth about the Green
Goddesses?

Eighty Goddesses were given to Azerbaijan in 1996, along with associated
equipment and spare parts. The consignment was valued at $750,000 (US), which
would put a price tag of around £6,000 on each vehicle – making our current fleet
worth £5.4 million. And it’s costing nearly £2 million a year simply to store them!
Never mind, I’m sure it’s money well spent: they do look lovely.

Well, it’s certainly true that they nearly half a century old! The 1948 Civil
Defence Act made provision for Britain’s defence in the event of nuclear
attack – and on the assumption that the normal fire services would be
horrendously over-stretched; the wartime Auxiliary Fire Service (AFS) was
reinstated the following year. It was soon realised that the AFS needed up to
date equipment instead of MOD cast-offs. Consequently, an order was put in
for 3,000 new fire appliances, which were delivered between 1953 and 1956.

The Azerbaijanis were immensely grateful. The region was without effective fire
cover having lost most of its fire fighting equipment in the Chernobyl disaster. At
handover, the Green Goddesses were described as being ‘in new condition’, and they
apparently boasted more than twice the pumping power of any existing Azerbaijani
appliances. Their true worth was confirmed three years later when a Goddess and its
crew helped to control a huge oil refinery blaze at Izmit, Turkey, following the
devastating earthquake.

By the standards of the day, they were fast and highly specified. The 5-litre,
six-cylinder, petrol engine allowed 50 mph – quite a heady speed then for an
outfit weighing 8 tons gross. Ladder length was 33 feet, and water storage
capacity was 300 gallons with a built-in pump delivering 900 gallons per

Back to Great Britain, 2003, and the Goddesses seem to have been coping equally
well here. I wonder… what would happen if the police went on strike? Might we see
fleets of 1953 Wolseley 6/80s patrolling our streets?

Competition Time
Here is your chance to win a model of a classic vehicle by
courtesy of Tony Moreno of BP Winston Churchill Avenue.
What do you have to do? Simple. The photograph below depicts an unusual
view of three well-known local classic cars. Identify the vehicles that are depicted in the
photograph below and then fill in the slip. Make sure you get it to us by posting it to PO Box
765 Gibraltar by 31st May.

This issue’s ‘Enthusiast of the Month’ is none other
than the ever-popular Christian Debono, the proud
owner of that immaculate Citroën 11B of 1955
vintage.
A founding member of the GCVA, Christian has
always had an interest in all things old and especially
of the motorised variety though this has not
prevented him from amassing a varied collection of
memorabilia to do with Gibraltar. His love for
motoring was inherited from his father, the late
Francis Debono, who for many years was associated
with Gibraltar Motorways and was quite ingenious
in keeping their somewhat aged fleet going until the
end of operations.
Together with his sister, Jasmine, Christian now runs
Francis Garage and is the local agent for Euro
Gruas. Always hard at work, enterprising Christian’s
vocabulary does not include the word ‘no’ and his
affable and generous nature means that he is always
ready to help anyone who needs his assistance.
Christian’s true love is his 11B but it is rumoured
that he may be making way for another… apparently
he’s got the hots for a Princess, an Austin Princess,
of course!

Competition Time
Name_________________________
The cars depicted above are:
1 -------------------------------------------2 -------------------------------------------3 ---------------------------------------------

Entries to PO
Box 765 by
31-5-2003.

Is misfiring always caused by a faulty plug?

Plugging the Gap
What is the quickest way to detect a faulty plug?
When the engine has been misfiring on one cylinder, switch off the
ignition, raise the bonnet and touch the porcelain insulator of each
sparking plug in turn. The faulty plug will be cooler than the rest.
Another method is to short each plug terminal to the cylinder
head by means of a screwdriver blade while the engine is running. No
change in the running of the engine will be noticed when the faulty
plug is short-circuited in this way.

No. It may be due to a faulty connection between the plug and the distributor
or to trouble in the distributor head. Again, it may be due to some nonelectrical trouble like a sticking valve.

Wanted
If anyone knows the whereabouts of a Bedford OB coach, like the one below,
he ought to get in contact with club President, John Ferrary on 72481. For
years he has had wanted to obtain one of these smart little coaches for
preservation and even more so now that the preservation movement has
really taken on the Rock. Apparently there were a number of these coaches in
Gibraltar operated by Gibraltar Motorways and Whitelock Tours ran some
very similar ones.

How would you determine whether the fault is in the
plug?
Remove the cable from the terminal of the sparking plug.
Restart the engine and hold the end of the cable about three-sixteenths
of an inch from the cylinder head. If the sparking is steady and
regular, the fault is probably in the sparking plug. If there is no spark,
or if it is weak and irregular, the fault is in the cable or distributor.

What are the causes of plug troubles?
Carbon deposits on the points or insulator,
Cracked insulator.
Points too far apart.
Plug oiled up.

Meanwhile the search continues…

Traditional Sunday Roast With a
Classic Flavour

FOR SALE:

Stefan Nicholson deserves our thanks for having organised a
great Sunday Lunch at the Hotel San Roque in the
Neighbouring hills after our first Sunday Meet in April.

Joaquin Benedicto (Joaqinito) has this 1984 Kawasaki KZ 550
for sale. He claims it is in good running order and wants the sum
of €650. The exhaust needs attention. He would probably
negotiate. Contact John on 72481 for Joaquin’s details.

FOR SALE:
FIAT TEMPRA ESTATE 1.6 SX

A good number of members and families made their way to the
hotel, where a place had been reserved for our classics, and
enjoyed a sumptuous Sunday roast in the finest British
tradition!
After lunch, the classics and not-so-classic enjoyed a great
drive along the country lanes and ending up at the mini zoo
which has recently been opened in Castellar. This proved a real
treat with the children. Well done, Stefan!

In very good condition and well looked after. Power steering,
central locking, good tyres, new clutch, tow bar, roof rack, autoclimate control, electric mirrors, nice clean engine. MOT to
March 2004.

£1,999 ono
Contact Tony Collado on 71195

1st Algeciras Rally
Saturday 12th April

Six Gibraltar Classic Vehicle Association cars responded to the
invitation received from the Los Barrios club to attend the first
Rally to be held in the neighbouring town of Algeciras. Despite
a less than encouraging weather forecast that had advised of
heavy showers, the weather turned out to be just right for the
occasion.

A rather ‘cool’ Darrell Farrugia next to his
25-year old Mercedes 350SE

Around fifty cars turned up ranging from a 1924 Ford, which
had travelled down from Cádiz to latter day classics of the
seventies. There was also a bevy of impressive Packards, Buicks
and Chevrolets that now reside in Algeciras itself.
Los Barrios club President, Sergio Rodriguez Bravo, must be
congratulated for organising the event, which was sponsored,
by El Corte Ingles and the Algeciras City Council. In fact Sergio
must be commended for running the show practically singlehandedly – no mean feat!
El Corte Ingles invited all participants to lunch and after a
presentation by Sergio to mark the occasion we made our way
back home with the wretched frontier queue taking its toll as
Stefan’s Morgan overheated.

John Canepa poses next to his P5 Rover Coupe.
Which is the more impressive?

Gibraltar participants:
Austin 16
Citroën 11B
Mercedes 350 SE
Morgan Plus 8
Rover P5 Coupe
Morgan Plus 8

John Ferrary
Christian Debono
Darrell Farrugia
Stefan Nicholson
John Canepa
Peter Goodman

The grand Packard which led the parade around Algeciras.

Maltese Enthusiast Comes to Town
Availing himself of the recent
direct flight between Gibraltar
and Malta, well-known and
popular classic car enthusiast,
David Arrigo, has paid us a call
from
neighbouring
Mediterranean island, Malta. As
many of you may already know,
A rather windswept David Arrigo at
Malta is an enthusiast’s paradise
the North Mole on Easter Sunday.
with many classic vehicles still
to be seen scurrying around the island on their daily business. Malta’s
public bus system is renown for its variety, colour and above all, its
age. 1937 buses, though re-bodied by local coachbuilders, still ply for
hire and only now is there talk of their being replaced with modern
low-floor vehicles.
David met up with some of the GCVA members on Sunday 20th April.
Ironically this was the only Sunday in the year when Safeway
Superstore did not open for business so the meeting was held at rivals
Tesco’s! David is keen in promoting closer links between Gib and
Malta and the classic vehicle movement is only one area that could
bring the two communities that little bit nearer than they already are.
Connections go back a long time. Many Maltese families settled in
Gibraltar at the beginning of the twentieth century when they came to
work on the two major projects that were being undertaken at the
time, the Royal Naval Dockyard and the unique water catchments.
Later on many Maltese, who settled mostly in the South District
around St Joseph’s Parish, became horse gharry owners and
eventually motor taxi drivers. Many local names share a common
Maltese heritage. Caruana, Zammit, Galea, Vella, Borge and Grima
are but a few of the Gibraltarian families that hail from the George
Cross Island. British military history, especially their heroic defence

against the Axis powers during the Second World War, is another area that
provides both fortresses with substantial common ground.
Anyway,
back
to
classics…over many years
David
has
amassed
a
considerable collection of
classic vehicles of all shapes
and description and is
currently involved in a
number of restorations and he
strongly believes that the
motoring heritage of his
island is as important as any
other aspect of its history.
This needs to be conserved if it is to be passed on for future generations to
enjoy. In this matter his views coincide with those of GCVA whose long-term
aim is to create a transport heritage centre that will reflect the evolution of
motoring history on the Rock. Discussions are well in hand with the
Transport Ministry on this and related matters and we hope to have some
definite news in the not-too-distant future.
David and the GCVA will
now be keeping in close
touch
and
we
are
currently looking at the
possibility of organising
an enthusiasts’ trip to
Malta some time next
year. More on that as it
becomes available.
David
Arrigo,
Stephen
Shacaluga, GCVA President
John Ferrary and their Citroen
2CV and Austin 16 pose with
the equally impressive Rock in
the background.


Useful tips….. Preventing
Car Sickness in Classic Cars
Classic car owners tend to be rather fastidious folk. It is every classic
car owner’s nightmare to have a passenger being car sick, especially if
it is all over his leather seats and piled carpeting!
Find below some useful tips on how to prevent the unmentionable
from happening…
Before setting out:
Get a good night’s sleep
(how can a classic car driver get a good night’s sleep with all the
excitement of tomorrow’s outing racing round his mind?)
Seek advice about travel pills
(beware some may cause drowsiness when driving and then messy
seats might become the least of your problems)
Prepare the car – remove dangling objects
(such as latest fad of dangling rosaries from the rear-view mirror –
these are prayer aids and not ornaments which could contribute to
that which you are trying to avoid)
Start journey without delays or last minute panics
(impossible if you have small children and anyway, who hasn’t
queued for ages, got as far as the frontier only to discover that the
passports were left on the kitchen table)

Maintain good ventilation
(always a sore subject with as many opinions as there are passengers and
windows in the car – windows down, windows up, it’s too hot, it’s too
cold…at least the air-conditioning is not an issue in most classic cars!)
Stop car frequently – about every hour
(sounds obvious but make sure you get off the main road as there are now
many restrictions regarding stopping on highways unless it is an emergency
– mother-in-law feeling sick as a dog does not necessarily constitute an
emergency!)
Drive smoothly, corner slowly and brake gently
(try doing that in an Austin 7!)
Avoid rich food and alcohol
(what’s the point of going out then ?)
Take light refreshments – meat sandwiches, fruit and water
(you must be joking!)
Do not keep asking the person if s/he feels ill
(the last time I followed that bit of advice I lived to regret it!)
Watch for sickness symptoms – yawning, cold, sweating, pallor, shivering
and loss of interest
(I’d be inclined to keep my eyes on the road ahead - braking distances in
classics should be of more concern than worrying about someone who must
surely be a goner if he is displaying all those symptoms)
Keep a good supply of plastic bags handy
(be warned, modern safety-conscious bag suppliers have a number of
perforations in their products to prevent accidental suffocation by children these bags are an absolute horror if anyone empties their breakfast or last
night’s curry into them!)

HELP!
Help is required in order to save an old Gibraltar car which is in
imminent danger of being lost to the crusher’s jaws. The vehicle
in question is a 1972 Ford Taunus 1500 which for many, many
years was garaged by its previous owner at Central Garage and
kept in immaculate condition.
At present it is a little down at heel but nothing that some TLC
might not put right. Serge Orciel, who is only the second owner
from new, is asking for £500 but I’m sure he would be willing to
negotiate an amicable deal. If you are interested in saving this car,
contact Serge on 79272.

HELP NEEDED TO RESTORE CARS
Fancy restoring a Classic but don’t have the space or money to buy your
own?
The Committee has had its feelers out again and knows of two classic cars
awaiting to be restored but the owners have no time or need some help.
The first of these is the 1920’s Citroën Pickup truck you may have seen at the
Queensway Quay Restaurant – ‘Claus on the Rock’. The owner, Claus, is
very keen on getting it going again, has the time but needs help in the form of
an extra pair of hands or two. Please contact him at the restaurant for more
details. (apparently it only needs a starter motor and some TLC)
The second is an old VW Beetle which is lying awaiting restoration. There
are not many details available on this yet (age, condition, etc…unknown) It
belongs to a local car dealer who import that particular brand and have been
keen on restoring it for a long but once again have the time and the place but
not the personnel to do it. Contact David on 54003571.
Please understand the above request is for volunteers out of the kindness of
their hearts and the reward is nothing but much ‘kudos’ and experience!

Email us:

gibclassic@gibnynex.gi

Web: www.geocities.com/gibclassics

